
IBM PAPER ON 4th MAY AT KANPUR

hi everybody firstly i want to introduce my self . i m ashish gangwar 3 et hbti kanpur and i m among lucky ones to be selected by 
ibm.

paper consits of 4 sections 10 ques from english .
10 question in technical section (4 unix, 2 dbms, 1 data structure , 3 c) very eaisy
rest question include venn diagram , binary number, coding decoding, data sufficiencyetc. and of course here is one essay on 
UNITY IS STRENGTH.

this is the first round for IBM gbs for (ISL) there is one more paper cosist of technical questions aftr that 138 student shortlisted 
for GD ROUND here the trick is to speak with confident and dont hurry while speaking . after gd 96 students are called for 
interview 

in interview they through questions like
1 tell me abut urself?
2 why ibm?
3 why u wanna join ibm as electronics engg?
4 what are dynamic and static memory locatoin?
5 abut binary tree, traversal, call by bvalue, some dbms commands etc. 

finaly iwent for the hr int .the he ask my strength and weakness. plz go through ibm site and learn its three values he ask me iad i 
told him all he got totally impressed . 
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finally result were told at 11PM and i was selected   best of luck to everybody.
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